
This may sound strange 
coming from someone 
who’s from sunny 
California... but can I 

tell you a secret? 
I really detest warmer 

months. 
But hear me out! One of 

the main reasons I don’t 
look forward to spring/
summer fashion is because 
unfortunately, most people 
tend to use these seasons 
as a free pass to dress as 
casually as possible. 

I have an abhorrence to 
sloppy, lazy dressing. 

When the new season’s 
clothes start trickling into 
stores I usually sigh in 
disappointment. 

What’s with all the drab 
denim and lacklustre tees? 

Quite depressing. It’s like 
they’re deliberately trying to 
suppress glamour! 

In my opinion, shorts and 
sandals should be reserved 
for the beach only. 

So now that the sunshine 
is starting to return, can we 
make a pact to bring back 
sophisticated dressing? 

In today’s look I’m 
making the case for getting 
“dressed up” in an outfit that 
commands attention.

It’s a well thought out look 
that took time and effort. 

It’s important and so 
enjoyable for me to create 
looks for you here that stand 
out in a crowd. 

Now don’t get me wrong, 
floaty maxi dresses and 
lighter looks are easy and fun 
too... but I certainly feel a lot 
more confident in an elegant 
ensemble like this one. 

Plus! I take accessories very 
seriously. They say a lot about 
you! 

In designers’ collections 
this season we’re seeing 
touches of baroque, Victorian 
and even rock and roll when 
it comes to shoes, bags and 
jewellery.

I chose to feature leather 
and studs here to toughen 
up this feminine, vintage silk 
blouse. 

I love that it has a sort of 
80s “Working Girl” vibe – also 
a very popular trend! 

In my blog I always stress 
the importance of never 

apologising for wanting to 
look your best. But what’s 
most important is that you do 
it for YOU and no-one else. 

I’m a firm believer in the 
idea that one can never be 
“overdressed”. 

So instead of blending in 
with the crowd in simple tops 
and jeans, why not break the 
mould and unleash your inner 
bombshell? 

Try it once, just for fun, and 
see how it makes you feel. 

Fashionably yours,

A sophisticated summer
MK fashionista SoCal Val talks about her dislike for 
too much casual clothing in the summer months, 
and how she wants sophisticated dressing to return...

Follow SoCal Val’s blog at 
www.valeriewyndham.net  
or on social media at  
@SoCalValerie
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Since starting this 
column in December 
2016, I’ve been lucky 
enough to chat to some 

of the most interesting and 
diverse promoters, bands, 
singers and venue owners 
around town. 

Digging deep into the 
eclectic mix of talent on offer, 
encompassing a multitude 
of genres, I’ve seen events 
flourish organically as MK’s 
music-lovers flock in their 
droves to support the local 
scene.

And just when I think I can’t 
possibly uncover another 
awesome event or promotion, 
I’m proved wrong…

I caught up with Chris 
Swindale (Swin to his mates) 
as he gears up for the fourth 
gig in a series run by a new 
music promotion called 
Concrete Punx. 

A passionate group of six 
local guys, this collective 
joined forces to bring regular 
punk nights to MK.

But how did it all start? 
“My band Crash Induction 

had decided to put on a 
charity gig last year with some 
other punk bands to raise 
money for the British Lung 
Foundation,” Swin said.

“We held it across two 
nights, one in MK and one in 
London. We raised £666 and 
had such a good time in the 
process.”

What a brilliant effort 
and result, but how did 
this turn into the Concrete 

Punx collective? “Ah, yeah 
that!” laughed Swin. “Crash 
Induction had played a gig 
at The Blacksmith’s Arms in 
Downs Barn and we were 
approached by the landlord to 
see if we fancied some more 
gigs, which of course we did! 

“Buoyed by the success 
of the charity nights, we 
thought it would be far more 
interesting for punters if we 
ran punk nights at the pub as a 
promotion instead. 

“We could then play now 
and again, but the promotion 
would be about bringing 
together some of the best 
punk talent on offer.”

It seems to have worked, as 
they are about to host the next 
free gig in the series and have 
four more booked for the rest 
of 2018! 

Swin smiled, “Oh yeah, 

Vicki McCarthy interviews Chris Swindale, who is 
behind the new local music night Concrete Punx

absolutely, it’s a packed year 
ahead. Punk is such a wide 
musical genre and we’re 
already seeing regulars of all 
ages turning up at each gig.

“At each event, the different 
line-ups bring new faces to 
the crowd.

“Every gig has such a great 
turn-out, so we know we are 
onto to something and the 
Blacksmith’s Arms is the place 
to do it!”

Joey Ramone once said, “All 
punk is attitude. That’s what 
makes it... the attitude.” 

And with their attitude, 
I know the Concrete Punx 
collective will go far.

Punx have Concrete attitude

Catch the next Concrete Punx 
event on May 19, 8.30pm 
at The Blacksmith’s Arms in 
Downs Barn. Entry is free. See 
facebook.com/concretepunx 

The scene 
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